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Collaboration amongst designers, contractors, and owners can assist with scope development, and increase project efficiencies. The extent of collaboration for commercial construction projects utilizing an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) method varies based on experience, company culture, and the sophistication of project participants. This research performs a follow-on study to previous survey research, and reviews and compares analysis across two concurrent hospital construction projects, now near (75-95%) completion in Colorado’s Denver metro region. Representative team members were surveyed on both projects near the start (10-20%) of construction and, again, more recently, near completion. Perceptions over time and across projects are analyzed and compared. Metrics for comparison include: productivity, trust, collaboration, additional effort and labor resources, impacts on profit, and design/construction productivity. Preliminary findings suggest that differences in contracting methodology and contractual relationships have an impact on perceptions over time and with regard to the amount of resources and effort required to reach financial goals and completion.
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Introduction

As project delivery has evolved, roles and relationships between contracted parties (owner, architect, engineer, and contractor) have progressed to incorporate more collaboration. Since the 1970’s delivery models for large complex commercial construction projects have progressed from less collaborative models such as Design-Bid-Build (DBB), to more involved models like Construction Manager at Risk (CMR), and finally to delivery models like Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) that encourage earlier and more inclusive involvement of contractors and designers (Bilbo, Bigelow, Escamilla, & Lockwood, 2015). DBB has been critiqued as being fragmented with less integration due to disjointed communication and adherence to contractual hierarchy (Pishdad-Bozorgi & Beliveau, 2016). IPD has become attractive to owners because of its enhanced collaboration, shared risk/incentives approach, and early participation of contractors and vendors (Franz, Leicht, & Asce, 2012). This method supports unique contractual arrangements that can be implemented between project team members (e.g. owner, designers, consultants, contractors, sub-contractors, etc.) that bind a company’s success to that of the project’s success, instead of an individual’s or company’s performance alone. This delivery method comes with the expectation that it will enhance team performance and improve team trust, leading to better project outcomes (Garcia, Manata, Mollaoglu, Miller, & Dossick, 2015).

The aim of this research is to explore i) what influence, if any, does contract type have on a IPD project team’s perceptions and/or project outcomes, and ii) how do these perceptions change over the course of construction. This research focuses on two previously studied hospital projects, where the lead author worked on each project at different times. Both projects implemented IPD as the delivery method and are described in more detail in (Mulholland and Clevenger, 2018). One project used a Modified American Institute of Architects’ contract (hereafter referred to as the Modified AIA Project) as the contract method for a 275,000sf new build, including a patient tower, an emergency department, operating rooms, neonatal intensive care unit, and sterile processing. The design and construction phases cost roughly $110 million. The other project used a ConsensusDoc Tri-Party agreement (hereafter referred to as the ConsensusDoc Project) for a 128,000sf horizontal expansion project including a new emergency department, expanded operating rooms, a neonatal intensive care unit, and...
a cafeteria expansion. The design and construction phases of the second project was valued at roughly $70 million. Of note, both projects were constructed under similar timelines on adjacent sites. However, the two contract types implemented distinct risk/reward strategies. The Modified AIA Project had a bonus structure based on final cost of completion with risk/incentive split between owner and project. Overages were capped at 50% of project team’s profit with the owner, after which pay/risk reverted to a guaranteed maximum price (GMP). The ConsensusDoc Project had an incentive structure that included multiple milestones based on cost and schedule, with the bonus amount based on a set amount at risk.

Methods

This research compares findings from two on-line surveys sent to representative project team members working on each project. (Mulholland and Clevenger, 2018) documents findings from Survey 1, where 22 professionals responded (92% response rate) with 8 individuals working on both projects. The second survey was sent to 26 representative project members. 17 responded (65% response rate) with four individuals working on both projects. Survey questions utilized a five point Likert Scale with additional space for comment. Survey questions were intended to solicit feedback regarding individual perceptions about participation, resource allocation, and magnitude of allocated risk across designers and contractors. Percent complete of both projects at the time of each survey were based on owner estimates. One delimitation of the study is that the follow-up survey was limited to previous survey participants, and their project involvement may have changed between surveys.

Demographics of Survey Respondents

Survey 2 respondents included individuals from the owner, architect, engineer, and contracting team from each project. Figure 1 shows the breakdowns of the survey participants by role for the respondents from the two projects.

Objectives

The objectives for this research were to test and motivate further research with regard to:

i) Satisfaction levels experienced using different contract types as projects progress;

ii) Construction delivery methods impact on a project team’s ability to collaborate and expend effort.
To address these objectives, results from the two rounds of surveys are presented below in two parts. Part 1 summarizes results over time for each project, comparing perceptions near the beginning and end of the projects. Part 2 summarizes and compares the perceptions of team members with regard to collaboration and level effort for each project near completion.

**Results**

Figure 2 summarizes project team member perceptions over time for both projects. The results show average responses using the 5-point Likert scale.

![Figure 2: Comparison of team member perceptions over-time for Modified AIA and ConsensusDoc Projects](image)

**Part 1**

**Modified AIA Project**

The survey results illustrate that the Modified AIA Project team members’ perceptions changed between Survey 1 (project was approximately 13% complete) to Survey 2 (project was approximately 75% complete). A comparison suggests that, as the project progressed, levels decreased with regard to satisfaction surrounding risk/reward (20% decrease), expectation for profit relative to target (4% decrease), and, slightly, with regard to the level of trust achieved (1% decrease). Respondents were also allowed to provide additional comment or qualitative feedback. Representative comments providing context for the decreased level of satisfaction measured include:

- “Concept [of risk/reward] is good, but difficult to implement expectations with all team members”.
- “Very hard to control the cost associated with delays from one partner/ non-partner”.
- “It’s interesting that the majority of partners totally buy into the IPD environment however we have had a couple of transitions back to traditional behavior”.
- “Now having the benefit of hindsight, it was confusing and I don’t believe this language [of the contract] drove the intended behaviors. Ultimately the various disciplines were still locked into their own contractual silo that has its own boundaries and goals. Designers avoided responsibility for costs, schedule or means and methods and the contractors avoided responsibility for design. The true IFOA [Integrated Form of Agreement] is about the only way to truly drive alignment of all teams toward overall project outcomes".
“There are big field issues that have come to light in the past 30 days that put our at-risk dollars in jeopardy”.

While anecdotal and subject to interpretation, such comments suggest that the dissatisfaction experienced as the project progressed may, in part, be due to concerns by the project participants that the contract failed to clearly define collaborative expectations between contracting partners and properly allocate risks, since the basis of the contract was a traditional Construction Manager at Risk template with a shared risk/incentive clause.

Further comparison of results suggests that, as the Modified AIA project progressed, levels increased with regard to perceived productivity (9% increase) and decreased (14%) with regard to how much additional labor was required. Representative comments providing context for the increased level of productivity and effort include:
- “For the majority of trade partners this contract format has really helped production”.
- “Helps the team work together”.
- “The team bonded early and the relationships built have proven to be of great value. This chemistry continues to make this one of the most enjoyable projects to work in in our office”.

In sum, results suggest that project team members experienced increased levels of productivity and efficiencies as the project progressed, while experiencing decreased levels of trust and satisfaction with shared risk/reward.

ConsensusDoc Project

Survey results also illustrate that ConsensusDoc Project team member perceptions changed between Survey 1 (project was approximately 21% complete) to Survey 2 (project was approximately 98% complete). A comparison of results for the ConsensusDoc Project suggests that, as the project progressed, levels decreased with regard to perceived level of trust (20% decrease), and perceived impact on productivity (24% decrease). Representative comments providing context for these decreased level of satisfaction include:
- “Strong until deadlines and labor overruns eroded some of the trust that was established”.
- “The collaborative environment has increased productivity overall; however, some trades have not seen notable improvements in productivity in part to the behaviors of non-trade partners and client vendors who behave as they always do”.
- “There was continuous collaboration with some erosion when completion schedule and missed pull plan commitments resulted in labor overruns for some trade partners”.

Further comparison of results suggests that, as the project progressed, levels increased with regard to perceived satisfaction with risk/reward (6% increase) and decreased with regard to perceived need for additional labor required, (6% decrease). Representative comments providing context for this increased level of satisfaction include:
- “The risk/reward systems set in place have been very fair and practical based on milestone schedule dates and target costs at strategic points throughout the process”.
- “Went well for design phases, construction related incentive seems to be in jeopardy as completion gets closer”.
- “[As an engineer] our construction services were limited to coordination and site meeting attendance, [resulting in more resources than expected]”.

Similar to the Modified AIA project, the project team for the ConsensusDoc project identified missed commitments as having a negative impact to schedule, productivity, and possibly the profit at risk.

Direct comparison of the two projects shows a higher level of satisfaction, overall, with the ConsensusDoc project, specifically in regard to the risk/reward language and expectation of achieving or exceeding planned profit. However, changes in satisfaction for both contract types varied as the projects progressed. Notably, differences in satisfaction for items other than the risk/reward component tended to converge as the two projects progressed.
A secondary objective of the research was to compare satisfaction, potential impact on productivity, effort, and required resources on project teams using IPD contracts for the two projects near the end of construction. Figure 3 is a summary of average project satisfaction responses using the 5-point Likert scale for the two projects. Findings suggest a generally elevated level of satisfaction with IPD for both projects.

In addition to the quantitative evaluation, respondents had the opportunity to provide comments. Representative comments with regard to effort and productivity for both projects include:

- “The additional meetings alone significantly increased our time commitment over a standard contract delivery type. The expense of our additional time up front and during construction is value received to the client in coordination of documents and exploring more efficient ways to detail and construct the facility”.
- “The primary savings in effort for our work was the limited redesign related to early decisions in the process…”
- “The collaborative environment has increased productivity overall; however, some trades have not seen notable improvements in productivity in part to the behaviors of non-trade partners (non-trade partners being contractors not signatory to IPD contract, and instead opted for a traditional contract) …”.
- “The planning helped with a better team spirit in the field, a safer and more organized site, a better prefab and a better team overall”.
- “For the majority of trade partners this contract format has really helped production”.
- “While there have been some items that have complicated the project, the team generally came together as a team to overcome difficult situations. On a traditional job, trades would be posturing for a claim as opposed to trying to work through it as a group”.
- “Although nothing is perfect this project has been very enjoyable. Our trade partners (for the most part) are true trade partners and we have created a culture around the mission of our client that is very rewarding”.
- “Significantly more time is spent in meetings for planning”.
- “A lot more pre-construction involvement which is a great idea”.

---

**Figure 3: Satisfaction with Team Integration on IPD Projects by Contracting Method**

Figure 3 is a summary of responses that compare collaboration, effort, and satisfaction with the overall construction process, and indicate increased levels of satisfaction with IPD attributes. These findings align with other research reporting higher levels of owners satisfaction with higher levels of team integration on IPD projects (Choi et al., 2018; Franz et al. 2017).
Based on these comments and the results from Figures 2 and 3, findings suggest that project team members generally perceived that IPD project collaboration had a net positive affect to the project’s success, but also required more than an average amount of effort and labor.

Discussion

Limitations for the study exist such as small sample size, and representation of only design and construction team members. Results, therefore, may not be generalizable. However, due to high project similarity, location, and time of construction, coupled with overlapping company/participant involvement on both projects, results likely have a high degree of reliability and provide insights into the potential role that contracts have on a team’s interaction and their perceived productivity.

While each projects had different teams and distinct goals, survey results suggest that for both projects i) satisfaction with contract type generally decreased as the projects progressed towards completion, and ii) contract type did have an impact on the amount of resources and effort needed for project success. Specifically, the impacts of IPD were generally perceived as favorable on both projects, but decreased and converged over time. In addition, project team members on both projects perceived a collaborative/integrated contract as having a beneficial impact compared to a more traditional contract.

Finally, for comparison, survey participants were also asked about their general satisfaction with a range of project delivery methods. Results are shown in Figure 4. In general, survey participants favored more collaborative delivery models compared to traditional contracting and delivery types. Though a decrease in the level of satisfaction from respondents of these more collaborative contract types can be seen in, this may be due in part from the decreased level of satisfaction seen in collaborative contract elements shown in Figure 2. As previously noted, it is an expectation in an IPD project that project participants will collaborate and share risk from day one (Bilbo et al., 2015), which may be more palpable at the beginning of a project than at the end when issues and conditions arise. In contrasts, a non-IPD/CPD type contract allocates risk to individual firms, and not to the project team as whole.

Figure 4: Changes in Perceptions regarding Delivery Methods as experience with IPD projects progresses

IPD’s emphasis on collaboration comes at a cost of additional resources and effort that is needed for success, a unique arrangement in the commercial construction industry. To incentivize the additional
effort by all parties, typically a bonus structure is offered to offset the additional expense and effort that may be incurred (Poblete & Spulber, 2012). Data presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3, suggests that although additional labor and effort were required for IPD projects, the majority of respondents answered that they were on trend to exceed their financial goal by less than 5%. Further, although additional effort and labor were required, overall project satisfaction and satisfaction with productivity scored higher than average. In addition to the survey results noting the need of additional resources and effort, it is interesting to highlight a few of the comments of the respondents. These comments align with existing research which suggests efficient coordination enables better performance and promotes project success.

- “The additional meetings alone significantly increased our time commitment over a standard contract delivery type. The expense of our additional time up front and during construction is value received to the client in coordination of documents and exploring more efficient ways to detail and construct the facility”.
- “Significantly more time is spent in meetings for planning”.
- “I think the IPD contract requires more effort in the beginning but less during construction. The effort is probably similar but the savings can be achieved through the construction”.

Previously, behaviors that enhance cooperation needed for contracted relationships were reviewed by Devetag and Ortmann who identified the following as efficiency-enhancing behaviors: pre-play communication, quality and the strength of common knowledge amongst participants, and observing actions after implied intent of the actions, among others (2007). Some of these behaviors were noted by project participants in the previous comments. The definition and measure of effort, however, can vary amongst professionals and thus may have a different impact to their respective business strategies. For example, an engineer responded in the survey that the required effort was slightly less than what was typically required for a traditional project (difference being less 10% in estimated effort expended) and commented with the following, “the primary savings in effort for our work was the limited redesign related to early decisions in the process.” This is a thought-provoking comment, as the engineer is suggesting less effort was expended because of what can be assumed to be additional effort of others in providing earlier and complete information.

Pishdad-Bozorgi and Beliveau (2016) stated that IPD contracts are more relational than DBB, Design-Build, or CMR contracts. There is frequently a benefit to establishing these relationships, as previous research has noted that team behaviors, effort level, and acceptance of risk are influenced by historical actions and communication (Battalio, Samuels, Huyck, & Huyck, 2001; Büyükoğlu, 2017; Dubois, Willinger, & Van Nguyen, 2012) In sum, behavior norms that are expected in traditional contracts can, as the survey reflects, cause decreased levels of satisfaction and increase the needed levels of effort on IPD projects.

Conclusions and Future Work

This research provides insight into the impact that contracting methods have on effort and additional resources for IPD projects based on project team members’ perceptions. An online survey was used to collect quantitative and qualitative responses from seventeen owner, architect, engineer, and contracting project participants for two IPD projects utilizing different contract vehicles. Results highlight the additional effort and resources required on highly collaborative projects. Traditional methods, communication styles, and hierarchy can challenge participants to be fully integrated and willing to provide the additional effort that is necessary to reap the gains from broader team involvement typical of IPD projects. While results from two case studies may or may not be generalizable, they are informative and suggest that contract agreements play an important role, even within the same project delivery method. Future research opportunities include 1) studying implications of effort on traditional contract types and non-traditional contract types for complex construction projects, 2) developing definitions and metrics for effort, specific to effort’s impact on profit, and 3) expanding research on how contract types affect morale, productivity, and trust in non-IPD environments.
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